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Providing
K-12 Magnet E xperiences

What

is a

Magnet School?

Historically, magnet schools have served
as high-quality educational solutions to
challenging community issues across the
nation. Fundamentally, magnet schools
share two characteristics: they accept
students from across various attendance
boundaries, and they enhance programs
and extend specific curricula to attract
families to the school. More specifically,
the RISD magnet school program goals
include:
• to raise the overall performance of
schools,
• to improve the balance among schools,
• to attract neighborhood students from
private schools,
• to reduce overcrowding in neighborhood schools, and
• to provide enhanced programs and
extended curricula.
By focusing powerful program enhancements and enriched curricula in specific
campus facilities, RISD offers to our
community educational options that rival private school counterparts; simultaneously, by offering choice, marketplace
forces are set in motion that improve our
neighborhood schools. Magnet schools
pioneer innovation.
RISD magnet schools build upon the
same exceptional curriculum found in
every District school. We then foster
enriched, creative learning environments distinguished from traditional

school settings by combining proven
instructional methods with cutting-edge
experiences focused in areas such as
math, science, the arts, communication,
law, leadership, foreign languages and
technology. From one seamless step to
another, we maximize children’s innate
delight in discovering and learning; we
provide the inspiration, opportunities
and tools for students to delve deeper, to
apply what they learn through projectbased, hands-on experiences. At each
turn, we challenge our students to
stretch their minds beyond rudimentary fact-test-repetition into personal
integration of concepts and skills they
will wield as tools, bringing advantaged
edges to their post-secondary academics
and careers.
Students’ magnet experiences may span
through all their RISD academic years,
beginning at one of three elementary
magnet schools, extending through
either of two unique junior high magnet campuses, and culminating with
graduation from the nationally acclaimed Arts, Law and Sciences Magnet
at Richardson High School. Across
this span, we embrace and implement
to the core the knowledge that what
truly distinguishes our magnet schools
from traditional schools, even more than
what we teach, is how we teach.

If we wonder often, the gift of knowledge will come.
Arapaho Indian Proverb

